Genomewide selection is hailed for its ability to facilitate greater genetic gains per unit 17 time. Over breeding cycles, the requisite linkage disequilibrium (LD) between quantitative trait 18 loci (QTL) and markers is expected to change as a result of recombination, selection, and drift, 19 leading to a decay in prediction accuracy. Previous research has identified the need to update the 20 training population using data that may capture new LD generated over breeding cycles, however 21 optimal methods of updating have not been explored. In a barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) breeding 22 to selection candidates more distantly related to the training population (Habier et al. 2007; 58 Lorenz et al. 2011). The predicted genotypic values under these conditions will more closely 59 reflect the true genotypic values, and selection can then act to increase the frequency of favorable 60 QTL alleles in a population and shift the mean of a population in a desirable direction. 61
simulation experiment, we examined prediction accuracy and response to selection when 23 updating the training population each cycle with the best predicted lines, the worst predicted 24 lines, both the best and worst predicted lines, random lines, criterion-selected lines, or no lines. 25
In the short-term, we found that updating with the best predicted lines or the best and worst 26 predicted lines resulted in high prediction accuracy and genetic gain, but in the long-term, all 27 methods (besides not updating) performed similarly. We also examined the impact of including 28 all data in the training population or only the most recent data. Though patterns among update 29 methods were similar, using a smaller, but more recent training population provided a slight 30 advantage in prediction accuracy and genetic gain. In an actual breeding program, a breeder 31 might desire to gather phenotypic data on lines predicted to be the best, perhaps to evaluate 32 possible cultivars. Therefore, our results suggest that an optimal method of updating the training 33 population is also very practical. 34
INTRODUCTION 35
The improvement of populations in plant breeding through recurrent selection may 36 benefit tremendously from genomewide selection. Of particular worth are the high accuracies 37
and shortened breeding cycles of genomewide selection, which allow for greater genetic gains Of course, the aforementioned advantages of genomewide selection depend on 51 maintaining sufficient genetic gain. This requires accurate predictions of the genotypic value of 52 selection candidates based on markers located throughout the genome (Meuwissen et al. 2001) . 53
Accurate predictions depend on reliable phenotypic measurements and sufficient marker data on 54 a training population. Genomewide marker coverage that captures genomic relationships 55 between individuals and ensures linkage disequilibrium (LD) between markers and quantitative 56 trait loci (QTL) will lead to higher prediction accuracy, especially when predictions are applied 57 6 Though genomewide selection offers to reduce the overall phenotyping costs of the latter (e.g. 81 through early-generation selection), promising breeding lines will undoubtedly be included in 82 field trials. Under genomewide selection, it seems a breeder must also contend with the 83 composition of their training population, placing emphasis on methods to build or maintain this 84 population that both maximize prediction accuracy and minimize costs. 85
Given the resource limitations of practical breeding and the importance of the training 86 population, it is fitting that much research has been devoted to the composition and design of 87 such populations. Using data from a North American barley breeding program, Lorenz et al. 88 (2012) reported reduced prediction accuracy when the training population and selection 89 candidates belonged to separate subpopulations. Multiple studies have found that a training 90 population that is more closely related to the selection candidates leads to more accurate 91 predictions Lorenz and Smith 2015) . Other researchers have suggested more 92 explicit criteria to determine the optimal training population for a set of selection candidates. populations from a single set of calibration individuals, therefore, the usefulness of this criterion 100 over multiple breeding cycles to maintain prediction accuracy is unknown. 101
The objective of this study was to investigate various methods of updating a training 102 population and their impact on genomewide recurrent selection. Using simulations, we 7 envisioned a breeding program implementing genomewide recurrent selection for an inbreeding, 104 small grain species (i.e. barley). Six different training population update methods were 105 compared, along with two scenarios of training population composition. We tracked important 106 variables in breeding, including prediction accuracy, response to selection, and genetic variance. 107
Additionally, we attempted to explain some of our observations using other parameters, 108
including persistence of LD phase and genomic relationship. (2011). Markers with more than 10% missing data and lines with more than 10% missing data 120 were excluded. Markers were also filtered for redundancy, defined as those located at identical 121 genetic map positions and with identical allele calls. A 0.01 cM interval was forced between 122 markers with non-identical allele calls and shared map positions (i.e. due to low genetic map 123 resolution). We set all heterzyogous genotype calls to missing and imputed missing genotypes 124 using the mode genotype across all samples. This left a set of 764 breeding lines and 1,590 125 homozygous markers spanning 1,137 cM. 126 9 the first allele of a QTL was randomly assigned to be favorable or unfavorable. Dominance and 133 epistasis were assumed absent and higher values of the trait were considered favorable. The 134 genotypic value of a given individual was calculated as the sum of the effects of QTL alleles 135 carried by that individual. Phenotyping was assumed to take place in three environments with one replication, therefore 146 within-environment variance and genotype-by-environment variance were confounded into ߪ ோ ଶ . 147
The variance of environmental effects and the variance of residual effects remained unchanged 148 over cycles of selection, allowing the heritability to vary. The mean phenotypic value of each 149 individual over the three environments was used in genomewide prediction. 150
Base Population and Cycle 1 of Genomewide Selection 151
The base population (i.e. cycle 0 training population) consisted of genotypic and 152 simulated phenotypic data on the 764 breeding lines. Based on these simulated phenotypes, the 153 top fifty UMN lines and the top fifty NDSU lines were intermated between breeding programs to 154 generate the cycle 1 population. Specifically, fifty crosses were simulated, using each parent 155 once, and twenty F 3 -derived lines were generated per cross. Gametes were generated following 156
Mendelian laws of segregation, with recombination events simulated according to the genetic 157 map positions of all loci (Muñoz-Amatriaín et al. 2011) and assuming no cross-over interference 158 or mutation. Population development resulted in a pool of 1,000 F 3 selection candidates. 159
The marker data for the training population and selection candidates consisted of 160 genotypes at all loci except the 100 QTL. This essentially simulated "genotyping" with complete 161 accuracy. Monomorphic markers and those with a minor allele frequency less than 0.03 were 162 removed prior to genomewide prediction. Marker effects were predicted using ridge-regression 163 best linear unbiased prediction (RR-BLUP) according to the model 164 in the diagram presented in Figure 2 . Parents selected in the previous cycle were randomly 177 intermated to form a pool of selection candidates. Again, fifty crosses were simulated and 1,000 11 F 3 -derived selection candidates were generated. Prior to predictions, we removed monomorphic 179 markers and those with a minor allele frequency less than 0.03 in both the pool of selection 180 candidates and in the training population. Since markers could become monomorphic due to 181 selection or drift, the number of markers used for prediction decreased over breeding cycles. We 182 predicted marker effects by Equation 1, using phenotypic and genotypic data on the training 183 population. These marker effects were then used to predict genotypic values of the 1,000 184 selection candidates, and those with the top 100 predicted genotypic values were designated as 185 parents for the next cycle. A subset of all selection candidates were then designated as new 186 additions to the training population according to one of the updating methods described below. 187
We simulated phenotypes for these additions and merged the phenotypic and genotypic data to 188 the pool of training population data. 189
Methods of updating the training population 190
Seven different methods of updating the training population were explored in the 191 simulations. For each method, 150 selection candidates from each cycle were selected and added 192 to the training population. These methods are termed "Top," "Bottom," "Random," "PEVmean," 193 "CDmean," "Tails," and "No Change" and are described below. For "Top," "Bottom," and 194 "Tails," selection candidates were ranked based on predicted genotypic value. The 150 selection 195 candidates with the highest ("Top") or lowest ("Bottom") values were added to the training 196 population. For the "Tails" method, the 75 selection candidates with the highest values and the 197 75 selection candidates with the lowest values were added to the training population. For 198 "Random," a random sample of selection candidates were added to the training population, and 199 for "No Change," the training population was not updated over breeding cycles. 200 12 Two methods involved optimization algorithms previously described by other 201 researchers, specifically "PEVmean" and "CDmean" (Rincent et al. 2012 ). Using only the 202 genotypic data on all individuals, these algorithms aim to create a training population by 203 optimally sampling individuals to be phenotyped in order to predict the value of individuals that 204 would be unphenotyped. Our intention is similar, except that the individuals we sampled to be 205 phenotyped are one cycle removed from the individuals that would be unphenotyped. For 206 PEVmean, selection candidates were chosen to minimize the mean prediction error variance 207 (PEV) of the genotypic values. As described in Rincent et al. (2012) , the general PEV can be 208 computed using a matrix of contrasts, C, between the "unphenotyped" individuals and the mean 209 of the whole population ("phenotyped" and "unphenotyped" individuals). In solving Henderson's 210 (1984) equations, the PEV of any contrast can be computed as 211 
Similarly, for "CDmean," candidates were chosen to maximize the reliability of the 219 predictions, measured as the mean generalized coefficient of determination (CD). This can also 220 be expressed as the expected reliability of the contrasts ( 
( 
We implemented an exchange algorithm similar to that described by Rincent et al. 227 (2012), with one modification in the designation of individuals to predict and individuals to 228 sample for phenotyping. The situation outlined by Rincent et al. (2012) assumes that the 229 genotypic data for the individuals to sample and for the individuals to predict is available 230 concurrently. In our simulation, this is not the case, since phenotyping of the selections in one 231 cycle (cycle n) will occur before genotypic data on selection candidates of the next cycle (cycle n 232 + 1) becomes available ( Figure 1 ). We therefore chose the 100 parents of the cycle n + 1 233 selection candidates to be a proxy for the unphenotyped individuals, while the entire 1,000 234 selection candidates (including the parents) constituted the population of individuals to be 235 sampled by the algorithm. To maintain a reasonable computation time, the exchange algorithms 236 were iterated 500 times. Preliminary data showed that a reasonable optimum for either criterion 237 was reached after 500 iterations (data not shown). The PEVmean or CDmean algorithms were 238 used to select individuals from the selection candidates to be included in the training population 239 for the next cycle. 240
We also considered two scenarios of using the updated training population data. The first 241 scenario represented a situation where a breeder may want to use all available information, and 242 in this case, the training population grew by 150 lines in each cycle. This was termed the 243 "Cumulative" scenario, and over cycles the size of the training population ranged from 764 to 244 14 2,864 individuals. In the next scenario, we attempted to control for the effect of training 245 population size by using a "sliding window" of 764 lines along breeding cycles. Specifically, in 246 each cycle the 150 new training population additions from the latest breeding cycle took the 247 place of the 150 training population additions from the earliest breeding cycle. Since the 764 248 base population lines all constituted cycle 0, these lines were discarded randomly until no base 249 population lines remained in the training population. Afterwards, lines from earlier cycles were 250 discarded as lines from later cycles were added. This was termed the "Window" scenario. 251
Variables tracked over breeding cycles 252
To better interpret the observations in the simulations, we tracked a number of additional 253 variables, including persistence of LD phase, mean realized additive genomic relationship, 254 prediction accuracy, genetic variance, mean genotypic value, inbreeding coefficient, and the 255 frequency of QTL and marker alleles. 256
The genetic variance in each cycle was calculated as the variance among the genotypic 257 values of the selection candidates. Prediction accuracy was measured by computing the 258 correlation between the predicted genotypic values of the selection candidates and their true 259 genotypic values. 260
We measured the LD between QTL and markers as such: for each and every polymorphic 261 QTL in a given population (i.e. the training population or the selection candidates), we computed 262 the correlation between that QTL and each and every polymorphic marker in the genome. We 263 calculated persistence of LD phase by first measuring QTL-marker LD in the training population 264 and in the selection candidates. QTL or markers that were not polymorphic in either of these 265 populations were excluded. We then computed the correlation between the measures of QTL- prediction accuracy for this method was similar to the remaining methods, but by cycle five had 302 decayed beyond the remaining methods. As expected, identical trends were observed for "No 303
Change" in both updating scenarios. 304
Among methods of actively updating the training population (i.e. excluding "No 305
Change"), differences in prediction accuracy were observed in early cycles, but became 306 increasingly similar in later cycles. The "Top" and "Tails" methods resulted in a non-significant, 307 but noticeable accuracy advantage early on that persisted for several cycles (Figure 3 , 308 Supplementary Table 1 ). On the other hand, the "Bottom" method displayed a noticeable 309 disadvantage that persisted for a similar length of time. The "Random," "PEVmean," and 310 "CDmean" methods were highly comparable and yielded accuracies intermediate of the "Top" 311 and "Bottom" methods. By cycle ten, the differences between active methods of updating were 312 negligible. These patterns were observed in both the "Cumulative" and "Window" scenarios. 313
One noticeable difference between the trends in the "Cumulative" and "Window" 314 scenarios was in the rate of prediction accuracy decay. Among the active methods of updating, 315 the rate of prediction accuracy decay was slightly greater in the "Cumulative" scenario ( Figure  316 3A) compared to the "Window" scenario ( Figure 3B ). By the fifteenth breeding cycle, the 317 18 difference in these decay rates amounted to a difference in prediction accuracy of roughly 0.02 -318 0.04. 319
Genetic variance and response to selection 320
Genetic variance among the selection candidates ( Figure 4A and 4B) similarly decreased 321 across cycles for all training population update methods. For this variable, however, the rank 322 among methods remained more consistent. That is, compared to the remaining update methods, 323 the genetic variance in the "Top" and "Tails" methods was consistently less and the genetic 324 variance in the "Bottom" method was consistently greater. The "Tails" method resulted in 325 slightly higher genetic variance compared to the "Top" method, however this difference was 326 never significant (95% confidence interval). Genetic variance across the "CDmean," 327 "PEVmean,", and "Random" methods was very similar within and between scenarios. Not 328 updating the training population resulted in genetic variance similar to "CDmean," "PEVmean," 329 and "Random" in early breeding cycles. After seven cycles, however, the loss of genetic variance 330 was abated compared to remaining methods. By the end of the breeding timeline, the genetic 331 variance for "No Change" was noticeably and significantly (95% confidence interval) higher 332 than the remaining methods. 333
Overall, the mean genotypic value of the selection candidates ( Figure 4C and 4D) 334 displayed a similar, but opposite pattern compared to the genetic variance. Updating the training 335 population by the "Top" or "Tails" methods yielded an advantage in genotypic value, a trend that 336 became more apparent in later breeding cycles. Conversely, the genotypic values under the 337 "Bottom" method ranked lowest among the active updating methods. This disadvantage was 338 often slight and non-significant, especially in the "Cumulative" scenario ( Figure 4C ). As in the 339 observations of genetic variance, the "CDmean," "PEVmean," and "Random" methods 340 19 responded similarly. Most noticeable was the rapid plateau in genotypic value under the "No 341
Change" method, particularly around the eighth breeding cycle. By the end of the breeding 342 timeline, the "No Change" method appeared to have reached a limit, and although the trajectory 343 of the remaining methods suggested further increases, their trends implied a limit as well ( Figure  344 4C and 4D). Curiously, the "Top" method was generally superior to the "Tails" method in the 345 "Cumulative" scenario, however the opposite was true in the "Window" scenario. In both 346 scenarios, the "Tails" method exhibited a trend suggesting that this method would eventually 347 yield selection candidates with an average genotypic value superior to that of the "Top" method 348
The trends among the remaining training population update methods were similar in both 349 updating scenarios. 350
Drivers of prediction accuracy 351
Average relationship between training population individuals and selection candidate 352 individuals, as measured by marker information, varied among the update methods ( Figure 5A Figure 5B ) presented a more sigmoidal trend, eventually resulting in slight 361 convergence in average relationship among active update methods. Interestingly, after cycle 12, 362 20 the average relationship between the training population and the selection candidates in the 363 "Tails" method remained greater than that in the "Top" method. 364
Generally, we observed a curvilinear increasing trend in the level of inbreeding ( Figure  365 5C and 5D). The "No Change" method performed similarly in the different updating scenarios, 366 but differed markedly from the active updating methods. This method resulted in a more rapid 367 increase in inbreeding, beginning after the fourth breeding cycle. By the end of the breeding 368 timeline, the trend had not yet plateaued and suggested that inbreeding would continue to 369 increase. Considering the active updating methods, there were slight differences in inbreeding 370 trends between the two updating scenarios. In the "Cumulative" scenario ( Figure 5C ), these 371 methods performed similarly, showing no significant differences. Inbreeding was slightly greater 372 for these methods in this scenario than in the "Window" scenario ( Figure 5D ). In this case, 373 differences between the updating methods were more apparent. The "Top" method displayed 374 noticeably lower levels of inbreeding, particularly after the eighth breeding cycle. Remaining 375 methods performed similarly between each other. 376
We noticed consistent trends among methods of updating the training population in the 377 rate of fixation of QTL ( Figure 5E and 5F) . In both updating scenarios, the "Top" method 378 maintain a higher number of fixed QTL across breeding cycles, followed by the "CDmean," 379 "PEVmean," "Tails," and "Random" methods, which performed similarly, followed by the 380 "Bottom" and "No Change" methods, which also performed similarly. Additionally, we observed 381 that roughly 10% of the QTL became fixed in cycle 1 of the breeding timeline, while by cycle 15 382 around 70% of the QTL were fixed. There were two slight, noteworthy differences in these 383 trends between the updating scenarios. First, active updating methods generally displayed a 384 higher proportion of fixed QTL in the "Window" scenario ( Figure 5E ) than in the "Cumulative" 385 21 scenario ( Figure 5F ). Second, the degree of separation between the "Top" method and the 386 "CDmean," "PEVmean," and "Random" methods appeared greater in the "Cumulative" 387 scenario. 388
There were marked differences in the persistence of LD phase between the methods of 389 updating the training population within and between the updating scenarios ( Figure 5G and 5H) . 390
Under the "Cumulative" scenario ( Figure 5G ), persistence of phase for all update methods 391 declined quickly in initial cycles, but reached equilibrium around the tenth cycle. The "Top" and 392 "Tails" methods maintained the highest degree of persistence across breeding cycles, but the 393 "Tails" method trended closer to the other active update methods by cycle twelve. Furthermore, 394 the initial decay was much lower under the "Top" and "Tails" methods, and the equilibrium 395 point was higher than other methods. Persistence of phase under the "Bottom" method was 396 initially much less than the other active update methods, and although it soon became similar to 397 these methods, it still remained less. The remaining active update methods were quite similar in 398 this scenario. 399
In comparison, actively updating the training population under the "Window" scenario 400 ( Figure 5D ) yielded increasing persistence of phase over the course of the breeding timeline. 401
Each of these methods saw a small drop in persistence of phase initially, but after the fifth cycle 402 values began to increase. Interestingly, none of these methods appeared to reach an equilibrium 403 point. The disparity between update methods, especially "Top" and "Bottom," was highly 404 apparent under this scenario. Conversely, "CDmean," "PEVmean," and "Random" resulted in 405 very similar levels of persistence of phase. Finally, the persistence of phase under the "Tails" 406 method was initially intermediate of the "Top" method and the "CDmean," "PEVmean," and 407 "Random" methods, however it eventually became more similar to the latter. 408 22 Expectedly, the "No Change" method resulted in identical trends in both updating 409 scenarios. In the same way as prediction accuracy, we observed a precipitous, exponential decay 410 in persistence of phase. The trend appeared to reach an equilibrium point at around the same 411 breeding cycle as the active updating methods in the "Cumulative" scenario. However, this 412 equilibrium point was much lower than the others. 413 414 23 DISCUSSION 415
Updating the training population can be simple and effective 416
We observed similar patterns in prediction accuracy (Figure 3) , mean genotypic value 417 ( Figure 4C and 4D) , and genetic variance ( Figure 4A and 4B) among active methods of updating 418 the training population (i.e. excluding "No Change"). The high similarity between these methods 419 suggests that simply including more recent data in the training population provides a marked 420 advantage in improving the breeding population in the long-term. This is encouraging in a 421 practical sense, as any phenotypic information generated on breeding lines, regardless of how 422 they may have been selected, would probably be helpful in preventing severe long-term loss in 423 prediction accuracy. 424
Although we only tested six active methods of updating the training population, we might 425 expect that any method should outperform doing nothing. Over breeding cycles, including recent 426 genotypic and phenotypic information in the training population helps to capture new LD 427 generated by selection and drift (Hill and Robertson 1968) . Older training population lines will 428 of course not provide any information on this new LD, however we may presume most or all 429 selection candidates will share a proportion of this new LD as long as the parents of these lines 430 are not unrelated. Therefore, even the selection candidates most distantly related to those chosen 431 as parents will provide informative training data for the next cycle. In the long-term, we might 432 expect a decrease in the relative importance of how selection candidates are chosen to add to the 433 training population. Over continued cycles of selection in a closed population, parents will 434 become increasingly related (Daetwyler et al. 2007 ), thus the pool of selection candidates will 435 share a greater proportion of the new, informative LD. 436
24 Though it appears updating the training population is favorable regardless of method, it is 437 worth pointing out differences in the methods we tested. The "Top" method achieved high 438 prediction accuracy and high mean genotypic value across breeding cycles. These results are not 439 entirely surprising, since the candidates selected to update the training population were mostly 440 those selected as parents for the next cycle (100 of 150). These additions to the training 441 population will be highly related to the selection candidates in the next cycle, and will therefore 442 provide the training population with the most useful information shared through genomic 443 relationships and QTL-marker LD (Lorenz and Smith 2015) . Indeed, this is readily apparent in 444 measures of relatedness between the training population and the selection candidates ( Figure 5A  445 and 5B) and in measures of persistence of LD phase ( Figure 5C and 5D ). 446
With this in mind, it is not surprising that the "Bottom" method delivers the lowest 447 prediction accuracy ( Figure 3A and 3B) and lowest mean genotypic value ( Figure 4C and 4D) , as 448 zero lines added to the training population overlap with the selected parents. This lack of overlap 449 would suggest that QTL-marker LD information in the training additions and that observed in the 450 selection candidates will be in high disagreement. Indeed, we observe that this method produces 451 training populations with the lowest average relationship to the selection candidates ( Figure 5A  452 and 5B) and the lowest persistence of LD phase ( Figures 5G and 5H ). 453
The "Tails" method, as a combination of the "Top" and "Bottom" method, offers some 454 curious results. Though the prediction accuracy achieved from this method is, for the most part, 455 not significantly different than that of the "Top" method, it is often higher, leading to low genetic 456 variance ( Figure 4A and 4B) and high average genotypic value ( Figure 4C and 4D ). This is in 457 spite of the observation that under the "Tails" method, the average relationship between the 458 training population and selection candidates ( Figure 5A and 5B) and persistence of LD phase 459 25 ( Figure 5G and 5H) are roughly equal or lower than in the "Top" method. A possible explanation 460 for this observation could be that this method produces training populations that satisfy different 461 conditions for accurate genomewide predictions. First, 75 of the 150 training population 462 additions overlap with the 100 selected parents. Just as in the "Top" method, these additions will 463 be highly related to the selection candidates of the next cycle and contribute useful QTL-marker 464 LD information. The other 75 additions will presumably be more unrelated to these selection 465 candidates, leading to the intermediate average relationship (Figure 5A and 5B) and often lower 466 persistence of LD phase ( Figure 5G and 5H ). However, these training population additions may 467 provide information for more reliable predictions. In a study where the training population was a 468 subset of a larger population, Yu et al. (2016) found that individuals in the validation population 469 (i.e. selection candidates) with the highest and lowest predicted genotypic values had the greatest 470 upper bound for the reliability of those predictions (Karaman et al. 2016) . It may be the case in 471 our simulations that the training population additions in the "Tails" method had more reliably-472 predicted genotypic values. This reliability may have led to better identification of individuals 473 that, when added to the training population, could provide information that more clearly 474 differentiated the effects of QTL alleles, leading to more accurate predictions of marker effects. 475 Thus, the "Tails" method may have taken advantage of both high relatedness and greater 476 genotypic diversity in the training population. 477
The criterion-based updating methods ("CDmean" and "PEVmean") performed very 478 similarly to the "Random" method in prediction accuracy ( Figures 3A and 3B ). Reasonably high marker densities were 506 maintained in our simulations, so this is likely not a strong driver of the decay in prediction 507 accuracy. 508
The performance of the "Top" method suggests a simple procedure to optimize 509 genomewide selection in an applied breeding program. Our results indicate that a breeder may 510 prevent severe loss of prediction accuracy in recurrent selection by updating the training 511 population to include information on lines that would be selected anyway. Ultimately, this 512 method should be more cost effective than the others. A breeder would likely desire to evaluate 513 selected parents in field trials, perhaps for variety development or to gather phenotypic data to 514 accompany predicted genotypic values. The "Top" method provides an advantage here, as the 515 number of additional lines to phenotype for updating the training population is minimal. The 516 breeder can use this information for dual purposes, using phenotypic data to build a more 517 accurate training dataset while making informed decisions on potential variety selections. 518
Although the "Tails" method led to slightly greater prediction accuracy than the "Top" 519 method, there are at least three reasons why it may not be the most practical method. First, the 520 difference in prediction accuracy between these methods was generally not significant 521 ( Supplementary Table 1 ). Second, the overlap between training population additions and 522 candidates that would be prioritized for phenotyping by the breeder (i.e. parents and superior 523 lines) is lower, and therefore, third, because of this lack of overlap, the breeder would expend 524 costly resources on phenotyping lines that may not provide any utility outside of model training 525 for genomewide selection. 526 Encouragingly, empirical data in a barley breeding program supports the "Top" method 527 in enhancing prediction accuracy. Over a few cycles of recurrent genomewide selection for yield 528 28 and deoxynivalenol content (a mycotoxin produced by the fungal pathogen Fusarium 529 graminearum Schwabe.), Tiede (2017, in prep.) found that updating the training population 530 improved prediction accuracy. Specifically, including data only on lines selected for favorable 531 predicted genotypic values in previous cycles enhanced the prediction accuracy in subsequent 532 cycles. This method was superior to a random selection of lines and was often superior to a 533 selection based on criteria optimization. 534
Not updating the training population is unfavorable 535
It is quite apparent from our simulations that in the long-term, not updating the training 536 population is highly unfavorable. Prediction accuracy decreases rapidly in this case ( Figure 3A  537 and 3B), and as a consequence, response to selection also collapses, leading to the observed 538 plateau in genotypic value ( Figure 4C and 4D) . Here selection is acting on non-genetic noise, 539 preventing the mean genetic value in the population from changing. 540
The genetic composition of the breeding populations underscores the negative 541 consequences of leaving the training population unaltered. Although genetic variance appears to 542 be preserved in the long-term ( Figure 4A and 4B ), considering the decrease in accuracy and the 543 plateau in genotypic value, this may be due to a larger number of QTL that remain segregating. 544
We do indeed observe this ( Figure 5E and 5F ), but given the similarity in the number of fixed 545 QTL under the "No Change" method and that under the remaining methods, we may also 546 surmise that a greater proportion of QTL are becoming fixed for unfavorable alleles. We also 547 observe alarming levels of inbreeding among the selection candidates when not updating the 548 training population ( Figure 5C and 5D ). This result is not surprising, since previous theory and 549 simulations into genomewide selection show that more accurate predictions better capture the 550 Mendelian sampling term (i.e. within-family variance), preventing high rates of inbreeding 551 29 (Daetwyler et al. 2007; Jannink 2010) . Although higher inbreeding does not reduce genetic 552 variance, it invariably will reduce the number of usable, polymorphic markers. Collectively, this 553 suggests that continued genomewide selection without updating the training population will 554 impose a lower selection limit on population improvement. 555
The results of our simulations indicate that severe consequences of not updating the 556 training population were delayed until later cycles. Although prediction accuracy declines very 557 rapidly (Figure 3) , mean genotypic value and genetic variance track closely with the other 558 updating methods (Figure 4 ). It is not until the fifth cycle or later that the impact of an unaltered 559 training population is readily apparent. This can be encouraging in practical breeding scenarios. 560
For instance, in a new breeding program, the stock of germplasm with phenotypic data may be 561 low, and it may be several cycles before enough individual are tested to add to the training 562 population. One may also consider a crop where the time between making a cross and gathering 563 phenotypic data on the progeny is long. Several cycles of selection could be performed before 564 data is available to update the training population. Our results suggest that the same training 565 population could be used for a small number of cycles without serious detriment. 566
A smaller and more recent training population may provide long-term advantages 567
We observed non-significant, but noticeable differences in prediction accuracy, mean 568 genotypic value, and genetic variance between the "Cumulative" and "Window" updating 569 scenarios. In the short-term, prediction accuracy was slightly greater under the "Cumulative" 570 scenario for most of the active updating methods, particular the "Top" method ( Figure 3A) . 571
However, in the long-term, prediction accuracy was higher when the training population 572 consisted of only more recent data (i.e. the "Window" scenario). Although the trends in 573 genotypic value suggest that the "Cumulative" scenario is slightly advantageous in the short-574
